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What should graduates be able to do?
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The geotechnical graduate should be able to

• Follow design methods given in text books.

• Carry out computer-based calculations, with a little guidance:

• Spreadsheets, Slope stability, Finite elements

• Read geological maps and memoirs.

• With some assistance, plan a ground investigation, describe the materials, 
specify testing and report the results. 

• Write reports of ground investigations and designs, and present results in 

person.

• Know his/her limits, but expect to expand them and/or to find others who 
have complementary skills.

Brian Simpson  – USA/UK IW on Education, Cambridge, September 2014
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The question "What should graduates be able to do?" is I believe 
the wrong question. It encourages a "formula" or cook-book 

approach to the subject, in fact a narrow theoretical approach. 

I think the question should be along the lines:

What understanding should graduates have 
that will enable them to become good geotechnical engineers? 

Laurie Wesley, written contribution to this workshop
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In geotechnical engineering the design process can be considered (somewhat 
simplistically) to consist of the following steps:

• Gathering basic information on soil conditions, that is, the geology of the site 
and the soil stratigraphy.

• Carrying out appropriate tests, in the field, or in the laboratory, to determine soil 
properties, particularly parameters needed for design computations.

• Carrying out an analysis by using the relevant parameters in an appropriate 
theoretical “model”, which could be a bearing capacity formula, a slip circle 
calculation, or a sophisticated numerical model. 

we should appreciate that soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering are distinctly 
different. The first provides a theoretical basis, and the second is a practical 
undertaking that makes use of this basis and the other aspects listed above. 

I don't think it is possible for universities to teach geotechnical engineering (…) 
Universities should concentrate on teaching soil mechanics

Laurie Wesley, written contribution to this workshop
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I cannot remember who told me once that

to a young faculty who was asking to Professor Schofield what should he teach in a 
soil mechanics class (it was the first time he was), Professor Schofield answered:

teach mechanics!

So, what should we teach (and how)?
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The engineering graduate

• Needs a broad knowledge of a lot of disciplines.

• BUT must have studied at least one discipline in depth.

• It may not matter too much which discipline.

• Must understand that knowledge can go deep.

• Must understand that rigour is possible, and recognise when it is not being 
applied by others.

• These basic tenets can then be applied to whatever topic is relevant.

• “It can be understood –it’s not magic.”

Brian Simpson – USA/UK iW on Education, Cambridge, September 2014

this is our role as professors



Geomechanics = Mechanics of Geomaterials (soil, rock, …)

understanding both the physics and the associated mathematics, 
which form the basis of an engineering approach

Geomechanics IS NOT Geotechnical Engineering
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Geomechanics IS NOT Geotechnical Engineering



Geomechanics = Mechanics of Geomaterials (soil, rock, …)

understanding both the physics and the associated mathematics, 
which form the basis of an engineering approach

what should we teach?

• geomaterials are multi-phase materials
(effective stress, drained vs. undrained, …)

1. geomaterials = soils but not only

2. mechanics is not (only) about scalar quantities

3. fundamentals vs. complexity



why do I say "geomaterials" rather than "soils"?



soil, rock, concrete: which is which?



mechanical behavior stress, strain, constitutive relations

e = DL/L0

s = F/S

s = Ee

s = Ce

our students should be equipped with (basic) tensorial algebra, NOT because 
they will use it, but because without it they won’t understand that stress is not 
the same thing as pressure!

they should also be equipped with (basic) knowledge of inelastic theories, 
because irreversible deformation is the rule rather than the exception in our 
field (and the codes they will use do not use elastic theory)!



Civil / Geotechnical / Environmental Engineering

new fields of applications  at the interface with other disciplines 

Petroleum Engineering

Nuclear Waste Disposal
Bio-inspired Geotechnics
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we work – more and more frequently – at the interface between various disciplines

M  HM  THM  THCM  THCBM

Sky and water
by M.C Escher

The birds and the fishes
retain theire separate 
identities away from the
boundary between sky and
water but, at the interface,
they are indistinguishible

COMPLEXITY



the best way of facing up to the challenge of 
complexity is to master the fundamentals



HOW to teach? (just one slide)

using modern tools – e.g., x-ray -tomography + image analysis techniques



using modern tools – e.g., x-ray -tomography + image analysis techniques

flying into a sand specimen

HOW to teach? (just one point)



… inspired by the very nice lecture by Prof. Peter Day

yet another question – which is not less crucial than the 
three questions we’re discussing today

most failures in geotechnical engineering are not due to a 
lack of knowledge but rather to the failure to apply the 
knowledge we have

how to transfer research knowledge into practice?

a final thought … 



education is what remains after one has 
forgotten everything he learned in school

Albert Einstein, 1931


